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OVERVIEW 
• GDP Decline Moderates 

After a monthly decline of 0.7% in November, gross domestic 
product at factor cost fell 0.2% in December, to a level 1.7% 
below December 1989. 

• Current Account DefIcit Still Moderate 
In the fourth quarter, the seasonally adjusted current 
account deficit amounted $3.6 billion, moderate compared to 
the deficits of over $4 billion recorded earlier in 1989 and 
1990. 

• Slight Increase in Capital Expenditures 
Expected for 1991 
Total capital expenditures on new fixed assets are expected 
to total $140.3 billion in 1991. a current dollar increase of 
2.8% over the preliminary estimate for actual expenditures 
in 1990. 

• Demand for Funds Remains Weak 
Demand for funds by the personal sector and by non-
financial private corporations remained weak during the 
fourth quarter of 1990. 

• Tax Changes Boost CPI 
The Consumer Price Index for Canada increased by 2.6% 
from December to January, contributing to a year-over-year 
increase of 6.8%, the highest in over seven years. 

• Foreign Investment in Canadian Bonds 
Drops Sharply 
In December, net investment in Canadian bonds by non- 
residents was $115 million, down sharply from the $1.1 
billion monthly average for 1990. 

• RMPI Reflects Decline in Crude Oil Price 
The Raw Materials Price Index decreased by 6.4% in 
January, largely reflecting, as in the previous month, the 
decline in the price for crude mineral oil. 

• IPPE Still Unchanged 
In January, the Industrial Product Price Index was 
unchanged for a second consecutive month after four 
monthly increases. 

• Earnings Growth Stable 
In December, average weekly earnings registered a year- 
over-year increase of 5.4%. In the last 18 months, year-over- 
year growth in earnings has fluctuated between 4.9% and 
6.0% with no apparent trend. 

• Sharp Hike in Number of Unemployment . Insurance Beneficiaries 
The seasonally adjusted number of beneficiaries receiving 
regular unemployment insurance benefits rose by 6.3% in 
December, contributing to a cumulative increase of 23.6% 
from the February level. 

GDP Decline Moderates 
GDP fell by 0.2% in December, to a level 1.7% below 
that of December 1989. This monthly decrease was 
moderate compared to the 0.7% decline posted in 
November, mainly because of a turnaround in 
services. 

Indeed, services producing industries increased 
their output by 0.4%, in contrast with a drop of the 
same magnitude in November. Output in finance 
and real estate advanced by 0.8%, following a 1.7% 
decline in November. Production by community, 
business and personal services rose 0.5%, largely 
due to gains in legal, computer and advertising 
services. After four consecutive monthly declines, 
retail trade posted a 0.9% increase, which may be 
linked, in part, to consumer reaction to the January 
1991 introduction of the Goods and Services Tax. 
Wholesale trade rose by 0.4%, after several months 
of declining or flat output. Output by the commu-
nications industry increased 0.4% to a level 5.7% 
above that of December 1989. Transportation and 
storage industries increased their output by 0.2%, 
largely due to gains in grain storage. 

(continued on page 2) 
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GDP Decline Moderates 
Goods production, on the other hand, slid 

December, leaving output 6.1% below its April 1990 
peak. Mining output rose 0.5%, the third conse-
cutive advance. tziuuinz i.o-io ioiiuwiiig u sililliar urup UI i'uveinuer. 

Manufacturing output fell 1.6%, the fifth 	For further information, order Gross Domesttc 
consecutive monthly decline, and was 10.0% below 	Product by Industry (catalogue number 15-001) or 
its May 1989 peak. Following a drop of 0.7% in 	contact Industry Measures and Analysis Division at 
November, construction output slid 2.5% in 	(613) 951 -9164. 

Current Account Deficit Still 
Moderate 
In the fourth quarter, the seasonally adjusted 
current account deficit amounted to $3.6 billion, 
moderate compared to the deficits of over $4 billion 
recorded earlier in 1989 and 1990. The merchandise 
trade surplus continued to be quite strong ($2.8 
billion) although it declined slightly from the third 
quarter. The deficit on investment income 
amounted to $5.7 billion, continuing to decline from 
the high reached in the second quarter 1990, when 
dividend payments were exceptionally large. The 
surplus on unilateral transfers, which had climbed 
to a record level in the third quarter, receded, 
because of lower immigrants' funds and higher 
official assistance abroad. 

In the capital account, which is not seasonally 
adjusted, a record net inflow of $2.5 billion increased 
foreign direct investment in Canada. These funds, 
European in origin, were used to buy existing 
Canadian firms in the natural gas and chemical 
industries. Attracted by favourable interest rates, 
non-residents continued to invest heavily in 
Canadian bonds and treasury bills, in contrast to 
their net sell-off of Canadian stocks. Canadian 
direct investors repatriated some of their foreign 

Slight Increase in Capital 
Expenditures Expected for 1991 
Total capital expenditures on new fixed assets are 
expected to total $140.3 billion in 1991, a current 
dollar increase of 2.8% over the preliminary 
estimate for actual expenditures in 1990. This 
follows a rise of 0.2% in 1990. 

Investment in construction is expected to 
increase by 1.7%, while a 4.8% rise is foreseen for 
investment in machinery and equipment. 

The driving force behind 1991 investment 
intentions comes from the energy industries, most 
notably from electric power, petroleum, and gas 
pipelines. Investment intentions for other industries 
are 1.0% below the 1990 estimates of actual 
expenditures. 

Petroleum and mining industries expect to 
increase capital spending 20.0%, after a 1.5% 
decline in 1990. Utilities anticipate an increase of 
16.3%, slightly higher than the rise in 1990. 
Investment intentions by all levels of government 

Current Account Balances 
(billions of dollars, seasonally adjusted) 

1989 	1990 

Q4 	Qi 	Q2 	Q3 	Q4 

Merchandise 1.3 1.7 3.1 3.2 2.8 

Services .2.0 -1.9 -1.9 -2.0 .20 

Investment income 53 54 -6.8 63 -5.7 

Transfers 1.3 0.6 1.6 1.8 1.3 

Current Account 
Balance -4.7 .5.0 4.1 -3.3 -3.6 

investment, resulting in a net quarterly inflow for 
direct investment abroad ($675 million), the first 
since the first quarter of 1989. The Canadian dollar 
depreciated narrowly against most major foreign 
currencies, but strengthened towards the end of the 
quarter. 

For further information, order Balance of 
International Payments (catalogue number 67-001) 
or contact Balance of Payments Division at (613) 
951-9055. 

are 11.6% above the 1990 realized investment, a 
sharper increase than the one recorded in 1990. 
Institutions expect an increase of 8.1% due to higher 
investment by universities, schools and hospitals. 

Following a slight decline in 1990, finance 
industries expect to invest 10% less than their 
actual investment for 1990. Spending for 
residential construction is expected to be 6.2% lower 
than in 1990. This follows a decline of 3.2% in 1990. 
Manufacturing also expects a decline (-2.5%), which 
would have been sharper were it not for spending 
deferred from 1990 when investment decreased by 
4.6% from the previous year. 

Large companies (with capital expenditures of 
$25 million or more) plan to invest $49.9 billion, 
6.2% more than in 1990. By contrast, small com-
panies intend to decrease their investment by 3 0Z 
to $13.9 billion. 
For further informatioti. order Private and Public 
Investment in Canada, Intentions 1991 (catalogue 
number 61.205) or contact Investment and Capital 
Stock Division at (613) 951-2209. 



Funds Raised by Non-financial Sectors 
(billions of dollars) 

1989 	1990 

Q4 Qi Q2 Q3 Q4 

Persons and unincorporated 
businesses 40.3 37.0 25.9 24.4 28.0 

Non-financial private 
corporations 45.2 39.3 22.9 32.5 29.3 

Non-financial 
governmententerprises 0.3 8.2 11.8 6.6 11.9 

Federalgovernment 17.2 7.3 11.4 38.3 31.3 

Demand for Funds Remains 
• Weak 

In the fourth quarter, funds raised by the personal 
sector rose 14.8% over the third quarter, but were 
only at about two-thirds of the level of a year earlier. 
The new borrowings came mostly from financial 
institutions other than chartered banks. Demand 
for consumer credit increased by 3.7% from the third 
quarter, but remained at less than half of the level of 
a year earlier. New mortgage borrowing by the 
personal sector declined slightly from the third 
quarter, and was 41.9% below the level in the first 
quarter. The ratio of debt (consumer credit and 
mortgages) to disposable income grew by over 2% to 
77.8%, the highest since 1961, when this number 
was first calculated. 

Demand for funds by non-financial private 
corporations fell 9.6%, and was 35.1% below the 
level in the fourth quarter of 1989. This weakness 
was in line with reduced capital formation and 
inventories. 

Funds raised by non-financial government 
enterprises registered a sharp 79.1% increase from 
the third quarter and were over 46 times greater 

• Tax Changes Boost CPI 
The Consumer Price Index for Canada increased by 
2.6% from December to January, contributing to a 
year-over-year increase of 6.8%, the highest in over 
seven years. 

Most of the monthly change was associated with 
changes in taxes, notably the introduction of the 
Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the elimination 
of the Federal Sales Tax (FST). Gasoline taxes, 
driver's licences and vehicle registration fees were 
increased in several provinces. As well, Quebec 
lowered its provincial sales tax rate but expanded 
the tax base to include many items not previously 
taxed. Assuming that all prices which contained 
FST were lowered to reflect its elimination, it is 
estimated that the net effect of all these tax-related 
changes was to increase the CPI by about 1.6% in 
the month of January. It follows that, excluding tax 
changes, the increase in January would be about 
1%, which is comparable to the 0.9% monthly 
increase posted in January of last year. 

than in the fourth quarter of 1989. The federal 
government reduced its new borrowings by 18% in 
the fourth quarter, but new funds raised were still 
almost double what they were in the fourth quarter 
of 1989. Other levels of government posted a 
moderate drop. 
For further information, order Financial Flow 
Accounts (catalogue number 13-014) or contact 
Financial Flows Section at (613)951-9043. 

The Food index rose by 4.1% in January, 
following a slight decline in December. The 
increase reflected the effect of unusually cold 
weather in the south-western United States on fresh 
fruits and vegetables prices as well as tax changes 
affecting food purchased from restaurants. 

The Housing index rose 2.1%, the sharpest 
monthly change in over 40 years. The increase 
resulted from tax changes affecting many of the 
index's components, as well as higher electricity and 
natural gas rates in some provinces. 

Among the seven components of the CPI, the 
greatest impact of the introduction of the GST and 
the changes to the Quebec provincial sales tax was 
on clothing prices, which rose 6.1%. Exclusive of tax 
changes, it is estimated that clothing prices 
continued to decline for the third consecutive 
month. 
For further information, order The Consumer Price 
Index (catalogue number 62-001) or contact Prices 
Division at (613) 951-9606. 

Foreign Investment in Canadian 
Bonds Drops Sharply 
In December, net investment in Canadian bonds by 
non-residents was $115 million, down sharply from 
the $1.1 billion monthly average for 1990. 

In the primary market, retirements rebounded 
from their November low to $1.6 billion, exceeding 
foreign purchases of new issues for the first time in 
18 months. New bond sales fell to $1.5 billion, a 
decline of more than $1.0 billion from the levels 
recorded in each of the previous two months. 

(continued on page 4) 
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Foreign Investment in Canadian Bonds 
Drops Sharply 	 Security Transactions 

	 is 
Net foreign investment in the secondary market 

was at its lowest level in seven months ($217 
million). A net investment of $417 million in 
Government of Canada domestic issues was 
partially offset by a net disinvestment of $200 
million in other Canadian issues. 

Billions of dollars 

Canadian 
bonds L 

Non-residents reduced their holdings of 
Canadian stocks by an additional $211 million, 
bringing to over $1.7 billion the net disinvestment 
in 1990. 

Residents increased their holdings of foreign 
bonds, mainly U.S. government issues, by $592 
million in December, reversing three months of net 
selling totalling $1.3 billion. Residents were net 
buyers of $273 million of foreign stocks, bringing 
the net investment since July to $1.5 billion. 

Canadian 
Stocks 

___ - -- -- --- --- 

For further information,  order Security Transactions 
with Non-residents (catalogue number 67-002) or 
contact Balance of Payments Division at (613) 951-
1864. 
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RMPI Reflects Decline in Crude 
Oil Price 
In January, the Raw Materials Price Index 
decreased by 6.4%. As in the previous month, the 
decline was mainly attributable to lower prices for 
crude mineral oil, which declined registered a 
second consecutive sharp decline (-17.2%). 

The animal and animal products component 
rose by 1.2%, mainly reflecting higher prices for 
hogs and fish. Higher prices for logs, bolts and 
pulpwood were responsible for a 0.7% increase in the 
wood component. The vegetable products component 
decreased by 0.8%, the eighth consecutive decline. 
For further information, order industry Price 
indexes (catalogue number 62 -011) or contact Prices 
Division at (613) 951-9607. 

IPPI Still Unchanged 
In January, the Industrial Product Price Index was 
unchanged for a second consecutive month after four 
monthly increases. Of the 21 major groups of 
products, 12 increased while nine decreased. One 
factor that affected many components of the index 
was the 1.0% decrease of the U.S dollar versus the 
Canadian dollar and its downward effect on those 
export prices which are denominated in U.S. dollars. 

The chemicals and chemical products compo-
nent increased by 0,6%, its fifth consecutive 
increase. The January gain was mainly due to 
higher prices for organic industrial chemicals and 
pharmaceutical products. The furniture and 
fixtures component was up 1.0%. A 1.3% increase in  

the miscellaneous manufactured products com-
ponent was entirely due to higher prices ofjewellery 
made from precious metals. 

The petroleum and coal component declined 
0.5%, mainly reflecting lower prices for gasoline. 
This decrease followed a cumulative gain of 26.1% 
in the previous five months. The primary metal 
products component fell for the fourth consecutive 
time, this time by 0.7%. The decline was led by 
lower prices for aluminum and copper and copper 
alloy products. The component for paper and paper 
products fell 0.4%, due mainly to a drop in pulp 
prices. The lumber, sawmill and other wood pro-
ducts index fell 0.8%, the eight consecutive decline. 
For further information, order Industry Price 
Indexes (catalogue number 62 -011) or contact Prices 
Division at (613) 951-9607. 

. 
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Earnings Growth Stable 
In December, average weekly earnings registered a 
year-over-year increase of 5.4%. In the last 18 
months, year-over-year growth in earnings has 
fluctuated between 4.9% and 6.0% with no apparent 
trend. 

In the goods-producing industries, the year-
over-year growth in earnings was 6.0% in 
December, as in November, but higher than the 
average for the previous three months (5.6%). The 
growth rates recorded in construction (6.9%) and in 
forestry (8.1%) continued to be the highest of all 
goods-producing industries. 

In the service-producing industries, the year-
over-year increase in earnings was 5.8% in 
December, equalling the 1990 average growth, but 
accelerating compared to the 1989 annual average 
of 4.8%. The year-to-date earnings growth in non-
commercial services (5.8%) indicated a strong 
acceleration relative to last year's annual average 
(3.6%). This contrasts with the strong deceleration 
in earnings in commercial services observed since 
October 1989. 

In the goods-producing industries, employees 
paid by the hour worked an average of 37.2 hours 
per week, slightly lower than the average for 
l)ecember 1989 and earned on average $15.65 per 

Average Weekly Earnings 

% change, previous year 

[I] 

1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 

hour. In service-producing industries, hourly-paid 
employees worked on average 28.0 hours, in line 
with the average workweek last year, and earned 
$11.57 per hour. 
For further information, order Employment, 
Earnings and Hours (catalogue number 72 .002) or 
contact Labour Division at (613) 9514090 (FAX, 
(613) 951-4087). 

Sharp Hike in Number of 
Unemployment Insurance 
Beneficiaries 
In December, the seasonally adjusted number of 
regular unemployment insurance beneficiaries rose 
by 6.3% to 1.1 million persons, a level 23.6% higher 
than the one in February. 

The number of beneficiaries increased in all 
provinces and territories. The largest increases 
were registered in Ontario (10.2%), British 
Columbia (6.1%) and Alberta (5.2%). 

Total benefit payments decreased by 1.4% to 
$1.2 billion, and the number of benefit weeks also 
declined by 1.4%, to 5.1 million. 

For further information, order Unemployment 
Insurance Statistics (catalogue number 73-001) or 
contact Labour Division, at (613) 951 -4044 (FAX at 
613-951 - 4087). 
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I PUBLICATIONS RELEASED FROM FEBRUARY 22 TO 28, 1991 

Price: Issue/Subscription 

Division/title 	 Period 	 Catalogue 	Canada 	United 	Other 
Number 	($Cdn.) 	States 	Countries 

sus 
AGRICULTURE 
The Dairy Review December 1990 23-001 12.20/122 14.60/146 17.10/171 
Farm Cash Receipts January - 

December 1990 21-001 11/44 13.25/53 15.50/62 
EDUCATION,CULTURE AND 

TOURISM 
Universities: Enrolment and Degrees 1989 81-204 27 32 38 
HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS 
Familylncomes,CensusFamilies 1989 13-208 19 23 27 
Labour Force Annual Averages 1990 71-220 39 47 55 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
National Balance Sheet Accounts - 

System of National Accounts February 1991 13-214 35 42 49 
INDUSTRY 
Coal and Coke Statistics November 1990 45-002 10/100 12/120 14/140 
Construction Type Plywood December 1990 35-001 5/50 6/60 7P70 
Corrugated Boxes and Wrappers January 1991 36-004 5/50 6/60 7/70 
Department Store Sales and Stocks May 1990 63-002 14.40/144 17.30/173 20.201202 
Electric Power Statistics November 1990 57-001 10/100 12/1 20 14/140 
General R.eviewofthe Mineral Industries 1988 26-201 22 26 31 
Monthly Production of Soft Drinks January 1991 32-001 2.70/27 3.20/32 3.80/38 
Quarterly Shipments of Household 
Furniture Products Quarter Ended 

December 1990 35-007 6.75/27 8/32 9.50/38 
Primary Iron and Steel December 1990 41-001 5/50 6/60 7/70 
Production, Shipments and Stocks on 

Hand of Sawmills East of the Rockies, 
(Excluding Newfoundland and 
Prince Edward Island) December 1990 35-002 10/100 12/120 14/140 

Retail Trade November 1990 63-005 14.40/1 44 17.30/1 73 20/202 
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 

AND FINANCE 
Financial Institutions, Financial 

Statistics ThirdQuarter 1990 61-006 44/176 52.75/211 61.50/246 
JUSTICE 
Juristat - Service Bulletin, Vol. 11, No.3 - 

Court Services in Canada February 1991 85-002 390fl8 4.70/94 5.45/109 
LABOUR 
Employment, Earnings and Hours November 1990 72-002 38.50/385 46.20/462 53.901539 
Estimates of Labour Income July-September 1990 72-005 22.50/90 27/108 31.50/1 26 
Unemployment Insurance Statistics November 1990 73.001 14.70/147 17.60/176 20.60/206 
LABOUR AND HOUSEHOLD 

SURVEY ANALYSIS 
Canada Unionized Workers: A Profile of 

Their 1987 Labour Market Experience February 1991 71-214 12 14 17 
Income Estimates for Subprovincial Areas 1988 13.216 27 32 38 
Pension Plan Coverage in Canada: A Profile 

of Participant.s' 1987 Labour Market 
Experience February 1991 71-217 12 14 17 

PRICES 
The Consumer Price Index January 1991 62-001 9.30193 11.20/112 13/130 

TRANSPORTATION 
Air Passenger Origin and Destination. 

Canada-United States Report 1989 51-205 42 50 59 
Canadian Civil Aviation 1989 51-206 36 43 50 
Passenger Bus and Urban Transit Statistics 1988 53.215 36 43 50 
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CURRENT TRENDS* 

S 

Gross Domestic Product 

00 change, previous month 

1987 	1988 	 1989 	 1990 

After a monthly decline of 0.7% in November, 
gross domestic product at factor cost fell 0.2% in 
December. 

Consumer Price Index 

% change, previous year 
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The Consumer Price index registered a year-over-
year increase of 6.8% in January, the highest in 
over seven years. 

Composite Leading indicator 

% change, previous month 

1.0— 	 - 

1987 	1988 	 1989 	 1990 

in November, the Composite Leading indicator 
recorded its largest decrease (-0.7%) since it 
started receding in February 1990. 

Unemployment Rate and Employment 

Millions 

12 - Unemployment 	
Er lovinent 	- 13 

rate 
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1988 	 1989 	 1990 	1991 
in January, employment declined by 0.7% (90.000 
persons). the sharpest drop since 1982. The 
unemployment rate rose to 9.7 0 . 

. 

Manufacturing 

Billions of dollars 
32— 	

-Unfilled-  
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Shipments were down 0.3% in December, 
following a sharp decrease in November. Unfilled 
orders maintained their downward trend. 

Merchandise Trade 

Billions of do'lars 

13 - 
Exports 

Imports  
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1988 	 1989 	 1990 
In the aggregate, the value of exports and imports 
did not vary greatly from November to December. 

- 1 
A1l seres are seasonal/v adjusted except the consumer price index. 
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LATEST MONTHLY STATISTICS 

	

Change 	Change 

	

Previous 	Previous 
Period 	Level 	Period 	Year 

GENERAL 
Gross Domestic Product ($ billion, 1986) December* 503 -0.2% -1.7% 
Composite Leading Indicator (1981 = 100) November 140.7 -0.7% -2.5% 
Profits of Industrial Corporations ($ billion) 3rd Q 5.2 13.6% -29.5% 

DOMESTIC DEMAND 
Retail Trade ($ billion) December 16.2 0.8% -0.1% 
New Motor Vehicle Sales ('000 units) December 94 -3.5% -19.2% 

LABOUR 
Employment (millions) January 12.4 -0.7% -2.0% 
Unemployment Rate (%) January 9.7 0.4 2.0 
Participation Rate (%) January 66.4 -0.3 -0.9 
Labour Income ($ billion) November 32.2 -0.1% 5.5% 
Average Weekly Earnings ($) December 5  523.41 0.1% 5.4% 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
Merchandise Exports ($ billion) December 12.0 -0.4% 2.6% 
Merchandise Imports ($ billion) December 10.8 0.2% -2.0% 
Merchandise Trade Balance ($ billion) December 1.1 -0.1 0.5 

MANUFACTURING 
Shipments ($ billion) December 23.9 -0.3% -5.1% 
New Orders ($ billion) December 23.7 -0.6% -5.0% 
Unfilled Orders ($ billion) December 26.9 -0.8% -10.2 
Inventory! Shipments Ratio December 1.57 0.01 0.05 
Capacity Utilization (%) 3rd Quarter 78.0 -1.1 -5.5 

PRICES 
Consumer Price Index (1986 = 100) January* 125.0 2.6% 6.8% 
Industrial Product Price Index (1986= 100) January5  110.7 0.0% 1.8% 
Raw Materials Price Index (1986=100) January5  114.4 -6.4% 8.0% 
New Housing Price Index (1986= 100) December 136.1 -0.3% -6.3% 

Note: All series are seasonally adjusted with the exception ofauerage weekly earnings and the price indexes. 
* Newthis week. 
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KEY RELEASE CALENDAR: MARCH 1991 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

_i _l Li 
Building Permits, 

December 

Li Li Li 
Composite Leading Help-wanted Index, Labour Force Survey, 

Indicator, December February February 

Labour Income, 
December 

!i 
New Motor Vehicle Sales Farm Product Price Index, International Travel, Monthly Survey of 

January January January Manufacturing, 
January 

New Housing Price Index, 
January 

Capacity Utilization International Merchandise Consumer Price Index, 
Rate, Fourth Quarter Trade, January February 

Financial Statistics for 
Enterprises, Fourth 
Quarter 

Wholesale Trade, January Industrial Product Price Employment, Earnings Gross Domestic Product 
Index, February and Hours, January at Factor Cost by 

Security Transactions Industry, January 
with Non-Residents 
January 

Raw Materials Price 
Index, February 

Unemployment Insurance 
otatistics, uanuary Building Permits, January 

Retail Trade, January 
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